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All those who yearn to see the emergence of a. truly Welfare
State and a healthy and responsive Parliament in India ecgerly await

in Central Legislation to ensure social security and labour welfare 
for construction workers •
The national Campaign Committee must eventually cut through the 
bureaucratic blockade that has stymied ±kn its efforts for seven long 
years because hinging on its success is not only the welfare of lakhs 
of construction workers but that of our Pari i anentand Parliamentary 
institutions as well •
Anyone with even a fleeting acquaintance with the work of the Committee 
cannot but admire the systematic and relentless way in which the Committed- 
has gone about its task .The decision of the Committee not only to 
present a petition to Parliament but also to prepare a draft Bill 
constitutes a path breaking effort. Yet,if success has eluded the 
Committee thus far ,it has more to do with the mindset of officialdom 
and the way Committees of Parliament go about their business than with 
any deficiency in the approach of the Committee .
Though most of those present here are aware of all that has happened 
since the MCC came into being ,1 would like to briefly touch on some 
of these events because they have u bearing on the success of such 
campaigns <>
fhe HCc-CL submitted its petition and a Draft Bill to the Petitions 
Committee of the Lok Sabha on December 5 ,1986 •
A fortnight Inter,the Committee referred the petition to the ministry 
of Urban development but the ministry took a full year to submit its 
comments .This was sent to the Petitions Committee only on Uovember 26 , 
1987 .
let another year passed before the Petitions Committee called the 
HCC-CL to tender evidence but in the meanwhile the Government introduced 
a Bill in the Raj ya Bubha .Suffice it to say that the central theme of 
the Draft Bill prepared by the HCC-CL -regulation of employment,social 
security and labour welfare -were missing in the Government Bill •



The Petitions Corr.ittee finally submitted its report to 
this issue on July 2?,'»989 . There is little doubt that

Parliament on
the Committee

was greatly influenced by the arguments of the IICC-CL and the
substantial ground work that had been done by it. It found merit in 
the case presented by the IICC-CL and directed the government to ;.icnuxi

• -L u

the bill pending in the xtajya babha and to come up with a"fresh 
comprehensive bill1’ .It wanted the government tn examine the legis
lation proposed by the Campaign Com: iittee^^a» .1 good features 
thereof may be suitably incorporated in the Government bill ” .
mainly ,the Petitions Committee suggested the following :
1; That the government must consult the I’lCC-CL ,which has done 
pioneering work in this area.
2) That the Bill before the Rajya Jabha be Withdrawn 
and
3) That all the”good features” of the 1TCC—CL Bill be incorporated.

The Petitions Committee has also commented, on the manner in which 
the government had bypassed the NCC-CL while drafting its Bill •
Four years have passed since a Committee of Parliament pronounced 
its opinion on the issues brought before it .Yet,there is no sign 
of a comprehensive bill to protect construction labour .
In the meanwhile the IICC-CL has made a representation yet again to 
the Committee on Petitions and apprised it of the lack of progress 
after the Committee's report on July ,1989 •
The stalemate on the HOC—Cl Bill is a pointer to the Executive's 
sensitivity or the lack of it to the opinion of Parliament on 
important issues.
Is this how the Executive responds to Parliament and its Committees ? 
The government's non-response to the report of the Petixiuna committee 
in this case set me thinking as to whether this was just an exception 
ex or indeed the rule .In search of the answer to this question ,1 
went through the reports of the Petitions Committee since the Tenth 
Lok Cab’na came into being and also a few other reports of the Committee 
submitted to the Eighth and Ilinth Lok Cabhas.
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The Committee ,after considering the comments of the ministry,decided 
np±yipxpnysgHy±|iEymy.iyEZX in June 1986 not to pursue the matter but 
picked up the threads once again when it heard from Hr.Gulati that 
he had received a letrer from the Foreign Secretary offering him an 
ex-gratia payment of Rs 15,000 .Ur.Gulati however informed the Committee 
that he only wanted what was due to him and that he would not accept 
even this enhanced ex-gratia payment.
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in view of these developments the Committee was compelled to revert beck to 
this issue in its first report to the Tenth "ok Sabha submitted in
rch ,1992 • 

In Uiis report it said : ’’The Committee regret to note that the
. gone back on their commitment end issued sanction for Rs 10,000 
august 1939 ”. It went on to observe that the petitioner had been 
sq much inconvenience because the relevant file was mispl '-ced and 
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The facts that emerge from this case are as follows :
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1) A Government employees who was sanctioned advance increments in 1964
• petitions 'the committee after 21 years in seakinp justice 0
2) In 1936 the Committee decides that it need not pursue the matter in 
view of the offer of an ex-gr- tin sum of Rs 15,000 to the employee by 
the Ministry •
3) The ministry ignores the Commitee' s opinion and scales down the 
offer of em-grotia to Rs 10,000 in august 1989 • 
4) Committee examines the issue afresh o.nd informs the Lok Sabha
through its report in uarch 1992 - that is a full 28 years after the 
problem arose - that it is unhappy over the d .cision of the internal 
-‘.ffairs ministry to renege on its promise of Rs 15,000 •

I have dwelt at length on this case because it not only highlights the 
retty,niggardly attitude of government but also shows the contempt with 
which Government treats Parliament and its Committees • For a measly 
Rs 5000 the Government was willing to brush aside the opinion of a
Committee of Parliament
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-'his is vet another case which throws up the mental block that exists 
in the administration when it comes to responding to the opinions of our 
representatives in Parliament.
A representation was riven to the Committee on the problems of licenced 
'-outers, vendors and bearers toxiiiH some years ago. The Committee presented 
its findings to the Lok Sab ha in its thirteenth report in July ,1929. 
The Committee found substance in the xygnmpnirsxni-: pleas put before it 
and made a series of recommendations • In March 1993, the Petitions 
Committee of the Tenth Lok Sab ha submitted to the House the “Action 
taken ” report of the ministry of Railways on what was recommended by 
it four years ago .
“"t is worthwhile examining the recommendations and the^dction taken

1 . '-‘■'he petitioners told the Committee that the Railways donot treat 
these poor labourers as railway employees as not employer-employee 
relationship subsists between porters,vendors etc and the railway 
administration.Therefore though porters,vendors and bearers work for the 
railways throughout their lives ,they are denied all benefits and privilege 
that normally accrue to railway employees.

The Committee referred to the ’’clear verdict" of the Kerala High Court 
in 1979 that there was no room for doubt that there was indeed a relations^ 
shipkytpHinix of employer end employee between the railway administration 
and the licenced porters .It therefore held the view that the demands of 
porters,vendors etc for better facilities should not be brushed xsxnd 
aside by taking shelter under the1'specious plea”that they are not 
employees of the railways o

!Li££i22_i2!S22_Z
The Railways explained that porters and vendors are permitted out-patient 
treatment in railway hospitals and seats for their wards in railway schools 
"subject to availability of schools" and claimed that in big railway 
stations rest shelters had been provided to them . "It will thus be 
appreciated that though the licenced porters are licencees only and earn 
their wages direct from the passengers,yet the railways look after the 
working conditions to the extent possible " 0
The meaning of all this officialese is to say that the railways donot 
accept the verdict of the Kerala High Court that an employer-employee 
relationship exists and that enough is already being done for porters and 
vendors •
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a recommendation
rail

3 o Ihe Pcititions committee opined that a forking 
constituted -in which representatives of Labour may 

Group be iimcidiatelv
also be associated-

for a de novo review of the conditions of service of 
vendors etc and to review the imnlemnntation of the 

licenced porters,
X

■^nandan Committee s
recommendations •

The Zonal Railways have already been advised to implement all the 
recommendations of the ^nandan Committee • In addition ,Zonal,Divisional 
and station authorities in ve been asked to look into the grievances of 
porters and vendors • "±n vie*.; of the position explained above ,setting 
un of a -orbing Group to review the conditions of service of licenced 
porters may not be necessary •



The Committee said, that the railways should conoid r immidi: .tel~
the uestion of providing woolen uniforms to porters •.orr.inr: in 
stations situated in the Northern and honth--^astern parts of the country, 
where winter is particularly severe •

- 2-12 1 ion__ i 21S2!2_ " _
The railways are incurring loss even in supnlying two sets of cotton 
uniforms•to the ■norters.lt will not be oossible to provide them winter 
uniforms without increasing the licence fee subctnnti; lly ,which will 
not be liked by the licenced porters • <

5. whe Committee felt that a permanent machinery comprising representatives 
of the railway administration end the porters end vendors should be 
established us this will go long w y in in solving the genuine
problems of porters and vendors •

"Action taken " .

Instructions for holding bipartite meetings with licenced porters at 
stations having 20 licenced porters , once in sin months bzristo
The unions of porters and vendors are not recognised by railways 
and it will not be feasible to set up a machinery as suggested •

ThlX1 have listed out five major recommendations of the 
committee . Hot one of them have been accepted by the Ministry •
In other words , tailing government responses to
the recommendations of Parliamentary committees as Action taken reports^ 
is indeed a misnomer • In reality they are catalogues of inaction and 
indifference o

%25e2%2596%25a0norters.lt
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Jone years ago the Petitions Committee received a representati 
from residents of Pocket P -24 ,Sector 7 ,Rohini ,Delhi who were nor 
given drinking water connections by the Delhi Development Authority. 
The Committee examined the petition .and presented its findings in 
tenth report of the Committee to the _,igth Lok Sab ha • This report 
was presented in the House in Hay ,1989 .

rhe Committee observed that while the DDA hod miserably fails! *:□
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why docs the Executive tend to treat reports of Parliamentary 
Committees with such indifference and disdain ? Is there a way out ?. 
Given the social and economic conditions in which a vast majority 
of the people live in India, the goal of equity and a just and fair 
social order cannot be realised un±±i within ±hsvdn a democratic 
framework unless Parliamentary institutions become stronger and 
acquire the clout to effectively deal with such bureaucratic 
sluggishness „ A begining can be made by making
Committees of Parliament much more stronger ana potent than they are 
today.
Past experiance has shown that a committee of Parliament is as strong 
as its Chairman and ^embers want it to be • Many lips,it appears , are 
not conscious of their rights as members of Committees. Consequently, 
the government too begins to taker Committee reports lightly.
For example,what niembers of the PaiSI Petitions Committee from
ia periodically dzxx/the attention of the Speaker and the Lok Sabha 
to the non-implementation of its recommendations vis-a-vis construc
tion labour ? •
To me,the generally held view that the opinions of Committees of 
Parliament are merely recommendatory in nature, is unacceptable . 
A Committee of Parliament is actually Parliament in miniature.
It is a 15 or 21 member group of our own representatives,drawn from 
different backgrounds,political parties ,regions and professions • 
It is indeed a panchayat at the national level and when these 
15 or 21 MPs put their heads together and tender an opinion on an 
issue placed tferx before them, can they go wrong ? Can one reasonably 
hope for greater wisdom in an individual or a group of individuals 
in government ?.
There was a time when it was believed that the directive principles 
of state policy was just a string of platitudes in our Constitution. 
Today,through public interest inxx litigation and several such
novel devices, the Judiciary is giving the signal that there is more 
to these articles and that they constitute the very soul of our 
Constitution • When such is the change sweeping through these 
institutions, should one allow the bureaucracy to frustrate the efforts 
of our elected representatives and an even attempt to anaesthetise 
Parliament 7•



I think the NCC-CL can make a significant contribution towards 
checking this deplorable trend . XhI£Cx&<J5QiisihI&CiXX
A begining can be made by appraising Members of Parliament of the 
report of the Petitions ee£ Committee of July ,1989 and ±tizx about 
the non-response of government to the recommendations of the 
Committee. Members of the Petitions Committee itself can be 
activated to address the issue yet again and to mount pressure
on the government for bringing in a comprehensive Bill •
As I have stated at the outset, the success of the 1TCC-CL will not 
just be the success of construction workers but that of Parliament 
itself •
In addition, it will constitute the triumph of an interest group 
that took up a worthy cause and mark the beginging of serious 
interest group activity in our democracyo
At that stage the I'TCC-CL could convert itself into a forum to 
strengthen Parliamentary Committees in India .
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